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CITREX H5 – Highest precision with 
maximum adaptability 

The CITREX H5 ventilator analyser offers 

a wide range of features ideal for 

biomedical engineers, independent 

service providers, anesthesia and 

respiratory equipment manufacturers. 

Designed for unsurpassed precision 

and reliability, the H5 touchscreen 

allows maximum adaptability to suit 

the user's most demanding needs.   

   

 

 

 

Simplified ventilator testing with 
CITREX Apps 

The CITREX H5 ventilator tester supports 

and simplifies ventilator testing through 

the use of unique CITREX apps. 

imtmedical has published the first two 

apps for the CITREX H5. They are both 

designed to test bellavista ventilators. 

Users can easily run these apps to guide 

them through performing a quick test 

and verification testing. Once the 

processes are complete, the apps 

automatically create test reports as 

PDF file. Reports can be viewed and 

deleted directly on the  device and 

exported via USB drive. The apps help 

to perform test sequences much 

faster. 

   

 

 

 

Flexible presentation 

The CITREX H5 can measure gas flow 

in 8 different gas types which can be 

represented with 17 different gas 

standards. Individual measurement 

values can be selected and arranged 

on the screen freely so that, in just a 

few seconds exactly those the user 

needs most are displayed. Customized 

arrangement of the parameters on the 

display can be saved as profiles and 

transferred to other CITREX H5 

   

https://imtmedical.com/Analyser/CITREX_H5
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devices. With this feature it is possible for 

all devices within a company to have 

identical displays adapted to the 

professional field.  

  

 

 

Adjustments by a finger tap 

On the CITREX H5 large 4.3-inch multi-

touch screen real-time data can be 

displayed as a  single waveform or two 

at the time. By simple tapping the 

waveforms they can be frozen or 

enlarged in order to view even the 

smallest deviations of the measurement. 

The device also generates statistic 

values which improve the analysis of the 

measured data. 

   

 

 

 

Available in our webstore 

The CITREX H5 can be bought directly in 

our webstore. The all-in-one test 

device is available as a biomedical test 

set with various helpful accessories; 

including among others our FlowLab 

software for in-depth analysis of 

ventilation parameters, a SmartLung 

adult and an oxygen sensor. 

   

 

 

 

imtmedical ag at Medica 2017 

From 13 to 16 November 2017, 

imtmedical will take part at the Medica 

fair in Dusseldorf with our own booth. 

Visit us in Hall 11 booth 11E51 and learn 

more about our numerous innovations. 

We look forward to seeing you. 

   

 

  

       

 

imtmedical ag . Gewerbestrasse 8 . 9470 

Buchs . Switzerland 

Phone: +41 81 750 66 99 

sales@imtmedical.com . 

www.imtmedical.com 

Has your email address changed or do 

you wish 

to unsubscribe from our newsletter, 

please click here. 
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